Chains & Storage

Spiked Chains / Plastic Chains / Posts & Bases

Spiked Chains
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Black Japanned

Galvanised

Size:
6mm x 5M

Size:
6mm x 5M

Spike chain boxed.
Black Japanned finish.

A mild steel welded chain
with spikes for decorative
fencing applications.
Available in black or
galvanised finish.

Spike chain boxed.
Galvanised finish.

6mm
62
25
50
13
250kg
FAICHBOX6SB
£48.61 Ex VAT
£58.33 Inc VAT

Plastic Chain

Suitable for both internal and external use. This chain is
lightweight, weather-proof and resistant to both salt and
chemical exposure. Ideal for use as a permanent low
maintenance fixture or for use with plastic posts to form
temporary fences or barriers to section off restricted areas,
in playgrounds, sports grounds, airports, camping sites,
swimming pools and in many other areas.
Available in four colours, two of which
feature alternately contrasting colour
sections making them particularly
useful when specific areas need to
be clearly sectioned off. Two white
chains are also available, one plain
link and one spiked, for more
decorative application.
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Reel Length:
12.5M

FAICHBOX6SG
£48.61 Ex VAT
£58.33 Inc VAT

Plastic Posts and Bases

Plastic posts and bases can be used in conjunction with
plastic chain to create temporary barriers, providing a simple
and easy way of managing areas both inside and out.
The plastic barrier system comprises high visibility and
robust PVC posts and bases that can be used with any
of the Faithfull plastic chain range.

Post Size:
Height: 860mm
Diameter: 40mm

The 30cm plastic post bases
can be filled with water or
sand for added stability, but
can still be easily moved so
as to adjust restricted areas
as necessary.

D

Base Size:
Diameter: 300mm
For plastic
chain joining links,
please see page 239.
(Posts and bases sold separately)
LINK
LENGTH Ex VAT Inc VAT
THICKNESS

DESCRIPTION

Ex VAT Inc VAT

FAICHPOSTYB

Plastic Post - Yellow/Black £11.32

£13.58

A FAICHPYB812C

8mm

12.5M

£32.00

£38.40

FAICHPOSTWH

Plastic Post - White

£11.32

£13.58

B FAICHPRW812C

8mm

12.5M

£32.00

£38.40

FAICHPOSTRW

Plastic Post - Red/White

£11.32

£13.58

C FAICHPLW812C

8mm

12.5M

£32.00

£38.40

FAICHPOSTBAS Plastic Post Base Only

£13.81

£16.57

D FAICHPLWS612

6mm

12.5M

£35.98

£43.18
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